
The 1-Hour Budget: The 
Ultimate Guide to Making a 

Household Budget That Works
I’ve tried my fair share of budgeting apps and methods and tools but in the end I found them too 
tedious, rigid, or expensive to work for my family’s finances so I stopped using them. 

The 1-Hour Budget was something I created specific to my family and our budgeting style but I’ve 
since boiled it down to the core principles so you can take it and customize it to fit your family.

And the best part? It only takes one hour of your time to budget each month!

This method doesn’t require spreadsheets, meticulous tracking, and balancing a budget. It’s for 
those who want a simple and flexible budgeting solution that works in real life.

I’ve been budgeting this way for almost 2 years now and it has taken away money stress, saved me 
tons of time, allowed us to be in complete control of our finances, spend and save with intention, 
and it’s helping us build real wealth as a young family.

So far we’ve used this method to pay off $13,500 of debt, save six months of living expenses, pay 
in cash for renovations on our fixer-upper home, and shave off eighteen months worth of mortgage 
payments so far. 

All on a single income that’s below the median income in the US (and at the beginning of our 
marriage less than 35k).

My point in being open with you about the numbers is to show that this is doable for you!

There’s nothing special or unattainable about our income or financial situation. 

Getting ahead financially is more about WHAT YOU DO with the money you make, and 
much less about how much you make.

Let’s get to it!

In This Guide We’ll Cover…
Your Financial Snapshot: The 8 Numbers You Need to Know

The 1-Hour Budget: My Complete System



Part One: A Smart Plan

Part Two: A Friendly System

Part Three: A New Habit

Budget Examples: How to Customize to Your Style

Budget Examples: How Your Budget Grows With You

More Tips on How to Budget For Irregular Income

Summary

Your Financial Snapshot: The 8 Numbers 
You Need to Know

Before we get any further there are some numbers you need to know about your household finances. 
This may not be the most fun part but it is the most important part in creating a budget that 
works AND the first step to building wealth. 



For some people facing the numbers can bring up fear and anxiety, especially if you’ve never done 
it before, so I’d encourage you to do what you can to make this easier on yourself:

• Take some time to get into a healthy head space. 

• Ask a close friend or your spouse to walk through this with you. 

• Think of it more as a game and try to be curious about the numbers. 

• Give yourself days or even weeks to complete your financial snapshot. 

 

Okay. You ready?

 

#01: Regular and Recurring Expenses 
The amount of the bill may change month to month but it comes in regularly. They are the expenses 
you could set up on auto-pay. Think utilities, insurance premiums, mortgage/rent, debt minimums, 
cell phone, cable. Also write down bill’s due date.

#02: Variable Spending 
These are all normal expenses throughout the month that are not regular bills or debts. Think 
groceries, household supplies, going out to eat, gasoline, pet supplies, clothing, gifts, oil changes, 
fun money, entertainment.

#03: Regular and Recurring Giving
This is monthly giving that’s planned. Think church tithe and monthly donations to charity.

#04: Yearly Expenses
These are once a year bills or subscriptions that you didn't include in your regular and recurring 
expenses. Most times they are forgotten about until you get a bill or suddenly your checking 
account balance drops by a hundred dollars.

Also write down the expenses that aren’t bills but come up every year like Christmas presents, 
holidays, birthdays, gifts for baby showers or weddings, travel.

#05: Debt Load



All debt you carry plus write down which type of debt (mortgage, student loan, car loan, credit card, 
medical, etc), outstanding balance, minimum monthly payment, interest rate, length of loan, if it’s 
fixed or variable, and if you’re current. 

#06: Cash
This is the amount of cash in your bank accounts and/or retirement accounts.

#07: Monthly Income 
This is the money that actually lands in your bank account.

If you’re paid once per month and the amount doesn’t vary, super easy, just write down that 
amount. Done.

If your monthly income varies in amount take the average of the last 6 months and use that as 
your monthly income. (Add together each monthly amount over the last 6 months and divide by 6).

If you’re paid bi-weekly add the total of two paychecks as your monthly income. Consider the 
extra two paychecks per year a “bonus”.

If your monthly income is unstable and unpredictable, look at your monthly income over the last 
6 months and take the amount of your lowest month as your monthly income. 

#08: Your Bare-Bones Budget
How much money does your family actually NEED each month to live on? If you had to cut out all 
extras or nice-to-haves, how much money would you need to pay your essential bills, stay current 
on debts, and have the necessities such as food, housing, clothing, insurance, and transportation? 

Take a hard look at your current spending and find the true essentials. It’s a great idea to do 
this with your spouse if you’re married because you probably have differing ideas about what are 
necessities versus nice-to-haves.

To help make this easier I’ve put together worksheets you can print or fill out digitally walking you 
through your financial snapshot PLUS the exact 1-Hour Budget templates I use on a monthly basis.

Alright! You did it! That’s the hardest and longest part, so wonderful job!

The 1-Hour Budget: My Complete System



Part One: The Smart Plan
Key #1

Create Your Baseline Budget

Create Your Ideal Budget

Tips For Making This Work

KEY #1

Your household budget is predetermined and 
fixed.

Unlike traditional budgeting where your household spending is based on your income, we’re 
flipping it on its head and instead deciding ahead of time how much money your family needs to 
live on and spending based on that amount. I call this predetermined amount of spending your 
baseline budget. 

That right there is a GAME CHANGER.



Create Your Baseline Budget

BASELINE BUDGET DEFINITION: The predetermined amount of money your household lives 
on day-to-day that covers Overhead, Goals, Spending, and Giving. 



Step #1: Pull out the financial snapshot worksheets you filled out earlier.

Step #2: Start with your bare-bones budget. Does your monthly income cover this amount? If yes, 
move to the next step. If no, you need to:

• Fully decide you’re all in. 

• Lower your expenses even more. 

• Raise your income. 

• Seek practical and/or professional help if you’re facing a financial hardship. 

Step #3: Use the Wealth Pyramid to categorize your bare-bones budget expenses under Overhead, 
Spending, Goals, or Giving and calculate what percentage of the monthly income amount goes 
toward each category. Don’t worry, I’ll walk through an example with you.

The Wealth Pyramid’s a guide to allocating your monthly income in a way that builds wealth. 
Right now your budget percentages are probably way off from this and that’s okay! The Wealth 
Pyramid’s a target to aim for. 

THE WEALTH PYRAMID:

BASELINE BUDGET EXAMPLE:



Overhead - All regular and recurring expenses. 

(Overhead total divided by monthly income) x 100 = Percentage

(2100/3500) x 100 = 60%

Goals - Any money you put toward savings, sinking funds, retirement, extra debt payments, or 
other goals on a monthly basis.

(Goals total divided by monthly income) x 100 = Percentage

(350/3500) x 100 = 10%

Spending - All normal expenses throughout the month that are not extra debt payments or included 
under “Overhead” and “Giving”. 

(Spending total divided by monthly income) x 100 = Percentage

(875/3500) x 100 = 25%

Giving - All regular and recurring giving or tithing. 

(Giving total divided by monthly income) x 100 = Percentage

(175/3500) x 100 = 5%

Overhead = 60%, Goals = 10%, Spending = 25%, Giving = 5%



Your percentages might look something like this...



Step #4: Put at least 20% of your monthly income toward Goals. 

If you have leftover income after putting 20% toward Goals, thoughtfully increase the other 
categories (or Goals) till your monthly income is used up. This is your baseline budget!

If your income isn’t enough to cover your bare-bones budget AND put 20% toward Goals, put as 
much as you can toward Goals and don’t increase the other categories. This is your baseline 
budget. You’ll need to focus on raising your income.

Step #5: Any income you make that’s above your baseline budget is treated as bonus income. If you 
begin to consistently earn above your baseline budget, you can raise your baseline budget.

Step #6: Now actually go out and cancel, sell, or decrease the services or expenses that didn’t 
make it onto your new baseline budget.

Step #7: Keep raising your monthly income till your baseline budget slowly becomes your ideal 
budget. 

ONE WORD OF CAUTION:



If your income is low and the only wiggle room to increase your Goals percentage is to lower your 
Spending percentage, I don’t recommend going any lower than 17%. Having little in this category 
is hard to maintain, especially if you have kids, and it’s where you’ll feel poor, restricted, or “on a 
budget”. Instead, focus on increasing income.

The point here is, you must live on less than you make. That’s the only way to get out of debt, 
save, build wealth, and stay financially healthy for life. 

The greater the gap between what you live on and what you earn, the faster you’ll reach your 
goals.



Create Your Ideal Budget 

It was so much fun to sit down with my husband and write out our ideal budget so I hope you enjoy 
doing this just as much!

I’m guessing, as of right now, your baseline budget’s probably not quite enough to afford the 
lifestyle you want for your family. 

Maybe you want to have more children, help put your kids through college, buy a home, be able to 
spend more on food, give generously, or go on vacation more often.  



You want the budget to reflect your family values and support each member in living out their God-
given purpose. 

As your income increases it’s easy to keep raising your standard of living over and over again 
without even thinking about it… but what is “enough” for your family?

Creating an ideal budget helps guard against greed by defining your family’s “enough” AND 
it gives you a monthly income to work toward. 

Step #1: Grab a pen and paper and (with your spouse if married) write down all the things that are 
important to your family that you want to afford.

Step #2: Beside each item write down a dollar amount of how much you’d like to put toward it 
each month. Example: New car, $200/month.

Step #3: Categorize each item under Overhead, Spending, Goals, and Giving.

Step #4: Think ahead to the next 10 years and roughly estimate how much your Overhead expenses 
will increase and add that amount to Overhead.

Step #5: Add up all the expenses or items in each category except Giving to get a total and write 
down that amount next to it’s category. Example: All items under Goals adds up to $1,500/month.

Step #6: Using the Wealth Pyramid as a guide, calculate what your monthly income needs to be by 
multiplying each category total by 100 and dividing that product by the category percent. Again, I’ll 
go over an example with you so this makes sense.

IDEAL BUDGET EXAMPLE:



Overhead - 40%, Total amount $3,200

(3200 x 100) divided by 40 = 8,000

Goals - 30%, Total amount $2,400

(2400 x 100) divided by 30 = 8000

Spending - 20%, Total amount $1,600

(1600 x 100) divided by 20 = 8000

Giving - 10%, Total amount ?

Decide on monthly income amount then multiply by 10%. 

8000 divided by 0.1 = 800

My amounts came out exact for easy math’s sake, and the ideal monthly income for this 
imaginary family is $8,000 a month.

Wasn’t that fun?

You can always revisit your ideal budget and make changes but it’s sooo helpful knowing what 
income amount you’re working toward and which items have priority of making it on your baseline 
budget the next time it increases.



Over time, your baseline budget becomes your ideal budget.

Tips For Making This Work
Tip #1: You can save time and grab the exact budgeting templates I use here (link to landing page 
of what they’ll get).

Tip #2: Always know the current and next goal you’re working toward as a family. Write it down 
on paper if you need to.

Tip #3: When you have expected additional income, such as a tax refund or the 25th and 26th 
paycheck if you’re paid bi-weekly, plan ahead where it’s going and note it on your baseline budget. 

Part Two: The Friendly System
Key #2

Your Household Cash Flow

How to Set Up Your Bank Accounts

Tips For Making This Work

KEY #2

Set up your bank accounts with intention.
Instead of your bank accounts being an after thought in your family finances, they’re going to 
become your most helpful partner in simplifying your monthly budgeting and managing money 
with ease.  I’ll show you how to make your bank accounts work for you instead of against you.

Your Household Cash Flow
Grab a pen and paper and roughly map out the flow of cash as it enters and stays or exits your 
household. 

Identify where it’s going.

Is your money connected to multiple banks or financial institutions? Do you have a mortgage, auto 
loans, student loans, retirement or investment accounts, credit cards?

This cash flow map allows you to see the big picture of how money moves into and out of your 
household.



How to Set Up Your Bank Accounts

BASIC CASH FLOW: Payday → Direct deposit into INCOME → Transfer to BILLS, 
SPENDING, SAVINGS, and INVESTMENTS, or withdraw cash and transfer to envelopes. 

Step #1: All income is deposited into one checking account: INCOME.

Step #2: All regular and recurring expenses (Overhead + Giving categories) are paid from a 
different checking account: BILLS.

Step #3: All variable but normal spending (Spending category) is paid from a different checking 
account: SPENDING.

Step #4: SPENDING account is funded monthly, bi-monthly, or weekly depending on your 
preferences.

Step #5: Savings should be in a high interest account. Online banks offer the highest interests rates.



Step #6: Add more accounts as needed.

Tips For Making This Work
Tip #1: I recommend a max of one credit card per spouse.

Tip #2: If you like using a credit card for the rewards, choose one category to use your credit card 
for such as BILLS. First transfer from INCOME → BILLS then from BILLS → credit card. This 
way everything stays organized and within budget.

Tip #3: If married, I strongly suggest having joint bank accounts. It’s the best way to keep your 
accounts organized and for both spouses to be on the same page financially.

Tip #4: Create a separate email account to connect utilities and all household financial accounts to 
instead of using your personal email. 

Part Three: The New Habit
Key #3

A Standard Budgeting Rhythm

An Irregular Budgeting Rhythm

My Personal Example

Yearly Budgeting Rhythms

KEY #3

Make your budgeting rhythm match your pay 
days.

BUDGETING RHYTHM DEFINITION: A regular time of managing the budget during the 
month. 

A Standard Budgeting Rhythm



Step #1: Money has been piling up in INCOME for a month.

Step #2: Pick a day and time that you have 30 minutes at the computer.

Step #3: Pull up your baseline budget.

Step #4: Make any adjustments to close out the previous month then save a copy to your budget 
folder (if you’re using a digital template).

Step #5: Rename the baseline budget overview to the new month. Delete “actual” column numbers 
with updated info for the bills that fluctuate (such as the electric bill).

Step #6: Open your online banking app and check to make sure money is in INCOME as expected.

Step #7: Transfer money from INCOME to your accounts and write down cash amount + 
denominations if withdrawing money from the bank.

Step #8: Make any notes or adjustments to your baseline budget.



Step #9: Go to the bank, withdraw the cash you need and place it in their proper envelopes.

Tips For Making This Work
Tip #1: Check SPENDING before going shopping or as needed throughout the week. You can only 
spend however much is in this account so there’s automatic accountability.

Tip #2: know when all bills are due and/or scheduled for auto-pay.

Tip #3: If a bill is due on the 1st of the month, either have your budgeting rhythm before the 1st of 
the month or add a buffer to BILLS to cover the expenses that are due before your monthly 
budgeting rhythm. 

Tip #4: Make simple notes or markings on your baseline budget to tell if a budgeted item is to be 
withdrawn in cash, moved to BILLS, etc. I use red font color for the items I withdraw in cash and 
put an * by the expenses I transfer to BILLS.

Tip #5: If married, make it part of your budgeting rhythm to talk with your spouse about the family 
budget. It’s important for each spouse to be fully informed and on the same page financially. You 
can also work through any bumps that need smoothing out as the two of you implement a new 
budgeting system.

An Irregular Budgeting Rhythm 



If your pay schedule varies and you can’t let your paychecks accumulate in INCOME to have a 
once a month budgeting rhythm, this will absolutely still work for you. 

You’ll just have multiple, briefer, budgeting sessions during the month that match your pay days. 

Step #1: Circle pay days on the calendar.

Step #2: Know when all bills are due and/or scheduled for auto-pay.

Step #3: First paycheck of the month deposited into INCOME.

Step #4: Pick a day and time that you have 15 minutes at the computer.

Step #5: Pull up your baseline budget.

Step #6: Make any adjustments to close out the previous month then save a copy to your budget 
folder (if you’re using a digital template).



Step #7: Rename the baseline budget to the new month. Delete “actual” column numbers with 
updated info for the bills that fluctuate (such as the electric bill).

Step#8: Open your online banking app and check to make sure money is in INCOME as expected.

Step #9: Transfer money from INCOME to the time sensitive accounts first and write down cash 
amount + denominations if withdrawing money from the bank. The accounts needing money at the 
beginning of the month get priority then the next paycheck(s) go toward the non-priority accounts

EXAMPLE:  

Priority accounts → BILLS, SPENDING, MORTGAGE

Non-priority accounts → SAVINGS, RETIREMENT

Step #10: Make any notes or adjustments to your baseline budget.

Step #11: Go to the bank, withdraw the cash you need and place it in their proper envelopes.

Step #12: Repeat steps 8-11 each time you get paid until the end of the month.

Tips For Making This Work
Tip #1: Write out which expenses and/or budget categories get paid 1st, 2nd, and so on based on 
how many paychecks you get during a month. Make note of this order on your baseline budget.

Tip #2: If one paycheck isn’t enough to cover an entire account, such as BILLS, make multiple 
transfers and use the 1st paycheck to cover the bills due at the beginning of the month and the 2nd 
paycheck to cover the bills due and the end of the month.

You can also do this with SPENDING by transferring only 1-2 weeks worth of spending allowance 
with your 1st paycheck and transfer the rest with later paychecks.

Tip #3: To streamline even more, open a second checking account for your bills and label them 
something like BILLS 1 and BILLS 2 so you know your 1st paycheck is covering the time sensitive 
bills (BILLS 1) and your 2nd paycheck is covering the bills due later in the month (BILLS 2).

Tip #4: Keep a small notepad or sticky notepad to write down leftover tasks that need attention 
during your next budgeting session.

Tip #5: Check SPENDING before going shopping or as needed throughout the week. You can only 
spend however much is in this account so there’s automatic accountability.

Tip #6: If married, make it part of your budgeting rhythm to talk with your spouse about the family 
budget. It’s important for each spouse to be fully informed and on the same page financially. You 
can also work through any bumps that need smoothing out as the two of you implement a new 
budgeting system.

My Personal Example



My husband gets paid at the end of the month for his part time job and bi-weekly for his full time 
job. 

At the beginning of the month two paychecks are sitting in INCOME but it can take up to two 
weeks before the third and final paycheck gets deposited. 

I break up my budgeting rhythm to the first week of the month and the second week of the month 
(or whenever the third paycheck arrives).

During the first budgeting session I transfer money to every account except mortgage and 
retirement, and withdraw cash from the bank. Since the mortgage isn’t due till the 15th and 
retirement has no due date, I wait till my second budgeting session to finish out those transfers.

Yearly Budgeting Rhythms
Have yearly or specific times throughout the year as reminders to talk to your spouse about the 
budget and make revisions. If you’re not married, take time to do this on your own.

EVENTS TO KEEP IN MIND:
End of the year

Beginning of the year

After a raise

After a bonus
After a major life change

After a job change/loss

After completing a goal

Budget Examples: How to Customize to 
Your Natural Budgeting Style



Just like there are parenting styles, teaching styles, and home decor styles, there are also different 
styles of managing money. 

So if you’re not a detail-loving spreadsheets-obsessed numbers nerd, don’t worry. You can still rock 
at budgeting!

Card Or Cash
How do you like to pay for things? Do you pay for everything in cash or do you like to keep things 
streamlined and swipe a debit card, or use a credit card for the rewards? 

Maybe like me you use a mix of both by paying for most things with a card but save yearly bills in 
cash envelopes.

Automated Or Manual
Do you want all your bills on auto-pay and your bank to automatically transfer money from 
INCOME to your other accounts, or would you rather log in to your bank and pay all your bills 
manually and transfer money yourself?

Again, I use a mix of both and pay all my bills using auto-pay but like to manually transfer money 
to each of my accounts.



Digital Or Paper
Do you like using apps or digital templates such as a google doc or spreadsheet to keep track of 
your family’s finances or are you a pen and paper kind of girl?

Detailed Or General
Do you want to track every purchase or expense line by line in detailed budget categories or do you 
like broad budget categories and not needing to track what you bought so long as you knew it was 
within budget? 

With each component of your budgeting style you’ll probably find you’re not strictly on one side 
or the other but instead like using a mix of both.

MY BUDGETING STYLE: Mostly card, some cash, some automation, mostly manual, digital, 
general

Now that you recognize your unique budgeting style, you’ll know how to customize the 1-Hour 
Budget to your strengths!

Hands-Off Budgeting Style

CARD, AUTOMATED, DIGITAL, GENERAL:

Transfers from INCOME to all other accounts are scheduled and happen automatically.



Baseline budget overview is on the computer or an app on phone.

SPENDING is not tracked or categorized, aside from checking the account throughout the month as 
needed.

A hands-off budgeting style works best if your paydays are regular + paycheck amounts are fixed or 
always higher than your baseline budget so money is never accidentally transferred before it’s 
available in INCOME. 

It’s also a good idea to have large buffers in BILLS to cover any deficits.

Hands-On Budgeting Style

CASH, MANUAL, PAPER, DETAILED:

Transfers from INCOME to all other accounts are manually transferred.

SPENDING is withdrawn in cash and spent using a version of the envelope system.

Certain savings, such as yearly expenses and car maintenance, are also withdrawn in cash and 
organized using a version of the envelope system.

SPENDING receipts are kept and each item written on a line by line transaction sheet to track 
exactly what the money was spent on.



Notebook or binder with printed templates is used to budget and has notes showing which 
categories or expenses are paid with card and which categories or expenses are withdrawn in cash.

Tips For All Budgeting Styles
Here are a few more ways you can customize the 1-Hour Budget to your preferences:

YEARLY EXPENSES:

Open a savings account for bills paid once per year and keep a google doc or other tracker of the 
cash amount saved monthly toward each bill. When a yearly bill comes due, transfer the money to 
BILLS and update the tracker.

OR withdraw in cash each month the amount saved for yearly expenses and place into individual 
envelopes noting the amount and date on an index card inside the envelope. When a yearly bill 
comes due, grab the envelope, go to the bank and deposit the cash into BILLS.

SPENDING:

Add another checking account for spending. SPENDING 1 can cover groceries, gas, and household 
supplies and SPENDING 2 can cover going out to eat, fun money, presents, clothing, etc.

OR use a single spending account but keep an index card or note on your fridge that keeps track of 
how much you have for groceries, gas, household supplies, etc and how much you have for the 
other variable spending like going out to eat, fun money, presents, etc. This way you don’t 
overspend on groceries and not have enough money to buy clothes, for example. 

BANK ACCOUNTS:

Add or delete any accounts to fit your family’s needs. Banks do have a limit but it’s probably much 
higher than you think.

Open a bank account for your child(ren) or if using one savings account, keep track of your child’s 
money on a google doc.

Budget Examples: How Your Budget 
Grows With You
As you get older and your family grows and you move through the stages of building wealth, your 
budget and bank accounts will change and grow as well. 
BASIC…



MORE ADVANCED…



Start as basic as you can, simplify your accounts as much as possible, but don’t hesitate to make 
changes to your budget and financial accounts as your family finances grow and change.

More Tips on How to Budget For 
Irregular Income
Whether you work on commission, own your own business, have side hustle, or anywhere in 
between, you can take lumpy, fluctuating, and irregular income and make it regular and 
predictable. 



Step #1: Open a savings account specifically for balancing out your monthly income and save one 
month’s worth of living expenses. Your savings is critical to bringing consistency to your family 
finances.

Step #2: Save everything over your baseline budget from busy seasons or large deposits into this 
savings account. We’ll call this account OVERFLOW. During the low income months, draw from 
this account to keep your monthly household income steady.

Step #3: After getting one month ahead, increase the savings in OVERFLOW to cover 6 months 
worth of living expenses, or however much you need to keep your monthly household income 
steady for a year. 

Step 4: After OVERFLOW savings is fully funded to your liking, any extra income can be treated 
like a bonus and put toward your goals. 

Step 5: For those who tithe, remember to tithe your “bonus” money since it’s all still income.

Step 6: If you have your own business or side hustle and don’t already have a separate bank 
account for your business, you’ll need to open one right away. 

Summary
Wow, we covered A LOT in this guide to budgeting but I hope 
you’re feeling encouraged that no matter your pay schedule, 



income, or past experience with budgeting, you can finally get 
in control of your family’s finances and actually ENJOY 
budgeting!

Once you know financial numbers and understand your current 
money habits, you just need to have…

1) A smart plan: Your household budget is predetermined and 
fixed.

2) A friendly system: Set up your bank accounts with intention.

3) A new habit: Make your budgeting rhythm match your pay 
days. 

You GOT THIS, friend! Take it one step at a time and give 
yourself grace as you get used to the 1-Hour Budget and customize 
it to your family’s finances. 

HAPPY WEALTH BUILDING!


